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ABSTRACT

Africa has considerable development potential. To realise it there is a need for

an institutional framework which will harmonize the considerations of efficiency with

that of equity especially in the rural sector. The Co-operative movement theoretically

provides such a framework. It has various aspects, one of which is production.

The genesis of production co-operatives in Africa ranges, inter alia, from

ideological prodilections to mono crop development* to economic motivation. The growth

of some of them is spontaneous in response to economic stimuli. The others are state-

sponsored. The five country studies suggest production co-operatives, as of now, form

a very small part of co-operative sector and infinitesimally smaller part of the overall

economy.

In Benin production co-operatives rank next to State Farms. The policies of

Ethiopia and Tanzania are broadly similar to that of Benin. In Sudan the Government

policy towards production co-operatives have generally been positive but uneven in

application. In Ghana the official policy first revolved around the production of cocoa,

then became radical in favour of socialization and is now oriented to democratic and

self-managed production co-operatives.

Experience of production co-operatives, except that of Sudan, is of a relatively

short period. Hence, their current performance in terms of productivity and other

indicators is no guide for policy conclusions regarding their potential. However, based

on the five studies and relevant experience elsewhere, there is a case for pragmatic app

raisal of the relative efficacy of the various organizational forms of production in the

rural areas of Africa.

If on appraisal, the decision is in favour of production co-operatives, then a

consistent, positive policy package has to be followed in an integrated manner at all

levels to facilitate the realization of their growth-potential. Such a package will

include feasibility studios„ formation of co-operatives with homogenous socio-economic

interests9 provision of training, extension, credit, other inputs, marketing facilities

and appropriate price policy. In designing it, historical background, political context,

sociological environment and the stage of development have to be given due consideration.

(i)
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SECTION I : BACKGROUND

1. Africa,,; despite her considerable growth potential and favourable man-land ratio,

is relatively under-developed. "The Paralysis of Multiple; Debilitating Crises1', through

which she has been going through in: recent years is well documented Xl and oft repeated

these days. Hence,, they need not be repeated in detail here. .

2. However, certain realities may briefly be stated to provide the background of this

synthesis paper. They are, besides others .

i) an annual rate of population growth of ,3.1 per,cent during 1980,-85. Africans

population may increase from 472 million (1983) by six fold to three billion

in year 2100 unless action is taken to accelerate the reductoon in the rates

. of growth. 2/ .

ii) a fall in per capita income since 1980 at an average annual rate of 4.1'per

cent and average per capita income is now between 15 and 25 per cent less than

15 years ago. 37 The consequence of declining per capita is aggravated by ■

disturbing inequity in income distribution. .4/ The rural-urban income differen

tial is the worst in the region. _5/ About 70 per cent of the total population

is currently either destitute or belpv? the absolute poverty;line. And most of

these people reside in rural areas. ■ _ _ i ----- ;

iii) '.'at the root of economic backwardness, stagnation, and decline in many African

countries is the poor performance of the agricultural sector, which.is also the

most predominant sector. '[6/ It could not be otherwise. For, contrary to ■ :

declaration of intents, the agricultural sector .received an average of seven

' per cent of public expenditure in the 197G-62 period.- If the FA0 survey results

are indicative, African countries have been devoting a lower percentage of

public resources to agriculture compared to those in Asia and the Pacific. 7/

iv) basic to the basic .needs for survival, is fufficient availability- of food and

access tp it with equity. Africa to~4ay cannot feed herself either by internal

production or trade or a combination of both. Her food self-sufficiency ration

has been declining since the 1960s. It was 86 per cent in 1980 and.could drop

XI See. (i) A. Adedeji, The African Development Problematique, ECA, Addis Ababa, 1985,

(ii) ECA, Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of• Ministers on Africa's. Economic and

Social Crisis, Addis Ababa., 1984, (iii) ECA, Second Special Memorandum by the ECA Confe

rence of Ministers, Addis Ababa, 1985a and (iv) ECA, Survey of Economic & Social

Conditions in Africa, 1983-84, Addis Ababa, 19G5.

2/ R.S. MacNamara, The Population Problem; Time Bomb or Myth, Washington, D.C., 1984,

PPr 1-7. _ ■ : : . . ■

3_{ EQA, Second Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers, Addis Ababa, 1985,p.6

kj Ibid. p.6 ;

5/ D. Ghai.& S. Radwana, A^r.anian Policies & Rural Poverty in Africa, IL0, Geneva, 1983,p-.10

hj A. Adedeji, op. cit. p. S

7/ ECA, Evaluation of the Implementation of the Regional.Food Plan for Africa (1978-1984)

and a Preliminary. Assessment of the Food & Agricultural Aspects of the Lagos Plan of '■"■

Action, Addis Ababa, p.15.
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iv) basic to the basic needs for survival is sufficient availability of food and
access to it with equity. Africa to-day cannot feed herself either by internal

production or trade or a combination of both. Her food self-sufficiency
ratio has been declining since the 1960s. It was 86 per cent in 1980 and could
drop to 71 per cent by the year. 2003 implying an .import bill of $US 14 billion

in 1980 constant prices,8/ or dependence on food aid or starvation death,
specially in the rural areas and amongst those who are below absolute poverty
line.

v) Africa has already been witnessing the spectre of famine and mass loss of life.
Over a million people have already lost their lives, 9/ which represent'the
total population of Mauritius.

3. Africa is a continent of great diversity. Hence, to paint her with a broad brush
is to overlook significant inter-country differences within the region. Compare the
populatibn of Nigeria with that of Sao Tom and Principe or the size of Sudan with that
of-Seychelles.■■ Similarly, the disparity in per capita'GNP between the States is
extremely wide. (Tchad's $129 as against Libya's'$9,438 in 1983). One could go on
pointing out inter-country differences to great length.

4.-.1 Population explosion, low income, skewed income distribution, rural-urban income
disparity, sluggish growth, food deficit, famine and starvation death need not be
continuing realities. It could be a memory only. It is possible to overcome them.
Given equitable access to resources, appropriate priorities of their inter- and intra-
sectoral allocations and the democratic process of decision-making, as elaborated,
besides others, in the ECA's Perspective Study (.1983-2008)10/ Africa can attain her
'willed future1' which the leaders had in mind when they adopted the Monrovia Strategy,
the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos.

5. The central theme of the Perspective Study, mentioned above, is: development
dialogue, productivity and equity. Experience in Africa and elsewhere shows these
objectives are positively correlated and mutually re-inforcing so long it is recognized
that man is the- author' and beneficiary of development. In fact, "technical, economic
and social factors are closely interrelated. Such factors as increased social justice,
participation of the people, eradication of absolute poverty, changes in the power
structure are not simply 'good things' to be pursued after economic growth has been

achieved - they are basic requirements for setting economic development in motion."11/ -.
It is indeed remarkable that the factors, which were traditionally considered to be~7n
conflict are now held to be requirements of development.

Bf A. Adedeji, dp., cit. p. 9. -

9/ ECA, Second Special Memorandum by the ECA Conference of Ministers, Addis Ababa, 1965,
p.5. It is necessary to stress here external factors such as drought, desertification,
debt burden, dependency of African economies,as aptly elaborated in A. Adedeji's paper,
have certainly contributed in aggravating her current socio-economic crisis. However,
the stress in this paper is on internal factors.

.10/ ECA, £CA and Africa's Development, 1983-2008, A Preliminary Perspective Study,
Addis Ababa, 1983. ■ -

11/ H. R. Ketter, Some, observations on the basic principles and general strategy; In
tegrated Rural Development, FAOrMonthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics,
23, No. 4, April 1974.
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6. However> to realise the development potential of Africa there is a need for an

institutional framework .which will.harmonise the considerations of efficiency with that

of equity specially in the rural-areas; where the bulk of■the African population lives.

Co-operative movement provides such .a framework. Alfred Marshalls a leading economist

of the last.century, put the case of co-operative movement succinctly when he said,

'Other movements have a high social aim; other movements have a broad business basis;

Co-operation alone has both ;.12/

Scope of the people . ;

7, There are various aspects of the co-operative movement; one of which is production -

the central theme of the Expert Consultation. The paper tries to syntheze the substance

of the five country studies in production co-operatives which were conducted in Benin,

Ethiopia, Ghana, Sudan and Tanzania. In doing sos it also- draws upon other relevant

materials. The synthesis first attempts to give an over-view of the national production

co-operatives. It then examines the Government policies towards them. The examination

is followed by an evaluation of the experience and impact of production co-operatives in

rural areas. It then briefly notes some of the measures, which need to be taken to

promote production co-operatives in rural areas. The paper thus essentially tries to

mirror the realities* as gathered basically from the country studies and leave it to

the Expert Consultation to eeflect on them and come up with policy recommendations.

Limitations of the paper

3. Africa's primer inter-governmental organization (ECA) has fifty member States.

However, due to bu4get;ary constraints, it was not:possible to carry out more than five

country studies. Hence the basis of,£his synthesis(paper is not as representative as one

would expect. '■■"■",,' ,

9. The production co-operatives in the rural areas could theoretically cover both farm

and nonrfarm activities... But, the, country studies have mostly concentrated on agricultural

co-operatives9 having made, only marginal reference tq non-farm activities. This is to

be expected in a way, piven the present stage of development of the region. Agriculture

continues to be the dominant; sector and may remain, so at the year 2000 and even beyond in

most countries of the region,. Fishery^ animal husbandry poultry, cottage industry are

likely to be subsidiary occupations in terms, of contributions (vis.j output, income and

employment) to the rural economies. Hence*.the paper is virtually limited to agricultural

production co-operatives. . , , ; - - i

SECTION II ': AN'OVERVIEW 0? THE NATIONAL PRODUCTION COOPERATIVES

lp. The co-operative movement is, almost two.hundred years old. It- is global. The

International Co-operative Alliance had 355 million individual members from 65 countries

(except China) in all continents in 1977.. The global movement would probably have over

500 million people, "making it the largest socio-economic movement in the world".13/

An attempt, was made, without success,, to estimate the extent of African participation in

12/ Alfred Marshall (1342-1924); from an address,in Ipswich in 1889 as quoted by A.F.

Laidlaw, Co-operatives in the year 2000; ICA, London, 1'9'SO, p.38. However, while quoting

Marshall, Laidlaw added the cautionary note, "though they are both economic and social in

their aims, co-operatives are primarily economic and must succeed in business in order to

continue all. A co-operative that fails in a commercial sense can hardly be a positive

influence in a social way; especially if it must close down operations. Thus, while

economic and social are as two sides of a coin^ viability as sound business enjoy prior

claim; and in Third World conditions especially, co-operatives must prove they can be of

economic benefit to people in great need.

13/ A. F. Laidlaw, op. cit. p. 9.
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this movement. However, apcodding to ILO, 'co-operatives of various kinds and sifces,

particularly rural co-operatives, have long been the backbone of development policies

of many African countries regardless of their political and: economic ideology. At present,

there is hardly any economic activity in which co-operatives are not involved ..-.■;■, .-14/

Genesis and objectives of production co-operatives :;

11. One such activity is production in rural areas - be it farm or non-farm activity.

In Benin group farming is an old tradition. In pre-independence period Benin had Mutual

Rural Production Societies.^5/ These were followed during 1960-75 by co-operative farms*
some of which were voluntary and other compulsory. The latter ones were re-named as

Rural Development Co-operatives in 1961. In 1975, Benin decided to socialise means of

production. The following order of preference of farm ownership thus emerged:

i) State farms; -

ii) Co-operative farms, and

iii) individually owned farms.

The existing Village Groups for production were converted into pre-cooperative "Revolu

tionary:G,roupsH..(GRVC); which were, in turn, converted into Experimental Socialist Farmin
Co-operatives (CAETS).

12. In Ethiopia the Farm Workers' Co-operatives were established for the first time in

1960 by. Decree No. 44, to accelerate agricultural development.167 It was replaced by the

Proclamation No. 241.of 1966 which laid down the procedure for formation and: registration

of farmers' and handicrafts co-operatives. In 19,75 the co-operatives were given socialist
orientationo The Proclamation No. 138 of 1978 envisaged the establishment of rural co

operatives to cover various income-generating farm and non-farm activities.

13. In Ghana production co-operatives were started in 1928 "primarily as am instrument

for improving the quality of the cocoa crop, from planting techniques through to preparing

the bean for export."jJ/ The next one to start was in the fishery sub-sector in 1962. •

It. was entitled ''The Ghana Co-operative Fisheries Association". Its objectives were to

(a) undertake fishing and fish-marketing:; and. (b) organise indigenous fishermen, into

CQ~operativ£S:..to. increase their income through collective efforts and with the assistance

of technical services. It has 300 primary societies and 10 unions. At the primary level,

canoes and nets may be acquired individually. But, they may be loaned to the society for

collective operation and the dividend shared in agreed proportion.18/

14. In 1973 Ghana Co-operative Agricultural Producers and Marketing Association was

formed to focus on food production and marketing. It started with 340 societies. In 1976,

147 ILO, Social Aspects of Development in Africa, Geneva, 1983, p.35. . :.
15/ P. D. Cocos Production Co-operatives & Rural Development in Benin, Cotonou, 1984.'
16/ T. Teka, Production Co-operatives and Rural Development in Ethiopia, Addis Ababa,
1985, p. 1.

YjJ J. A. Dadson, Production Co-operatives and Rural Development in Ghana, Accra, .
1984, p. i.

18/ Ibid, t>. 6. ■■■■:■ ' :' ; ■
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there were 13 unions and over 600 societies in the country with n total membership of

62,400, The role of the Association is "to set basic policies on such matters as

grading, and standards, credits, pricing, distribution of profits; establish and oversea

the financial control system for the Association and its members ..,u 19/

15. In Sudan, the production co-operatives, at the initiative of rural -people started

in the 1930s.20/ They were scall farmers, with water wheels. They sought to pool

together t^eir land and resources into.large pump-irrigated schemes. The 1940s saw

formation of mechanised r?ain-fed co-operative farms and that of small flour mills in the

rural areas. In the 1950s- dairy co-operative societies were established. In-the :1960s

.farmers co-operatives bought and operated combine harvesters. The 1970s witnessed the

formation .of co-operative poultry farms and that of fishermen co-operatives. These

co-operatives;in rural areas of Sudan were set up, inter alia, for the introduction .of

more economic technique of production. ;

16...In Tanzania the production co-operatives were started by the Tanganyika African.

National Union (TANU) in the mid 1950s. Their objectives are tot,

■ ; i) implement the goals of TANU., i.e. eradication of exploitation of all types of
man by man,

ii) introduce socialism by modernising agriculture with collective efforts.

iii) establish Ujamaa villages to benefit froir. economies of scale; and ;

iv) set up agro-based industries.21/ .....:.

Structure of production co-operatives . , ■ .

17. The structure of production co-operatives has been changing over the years in the

light of experience and new developments. The village settlement schemes of Tanzania

in the sixties had a typical hierarchical structure with Government appointed managers at

the top.. The pre-cooperatives of the settlers were managed by these managers. The

settlers, therefore, had little say over the management of their co-operatives. The rural

production co-operativess registered under the Co-operative Act of 198.2, now have a

different structure-*, -. ,There\,yis»\;a Qepeoral A^&ssrably^f members0 The Assembly elects a

Managing Committeje, However, its. chairman--jq^/t ,b& a member ,o.f the. tCf]AlfA ^HA MAPINDUZI (CCM)

Party, which is the successor of TANU. The rural producers' co-operatives, along with

urban counterparts, can form a co-operative union. Such unions, in turn, form the

.National Apex .Organization.

18. In Sudan there has to be fifty members to form a primary co-operative society and

get it registered as a legal entity. The societies, covering production and other

economicfactivities, form the co-operative unions at various levels, including national.22/

197Ibid., p.3

20/ M. Ho Awad3 Co-operatives as Instruments of Rural Development in the Sudan, Khartoum.

1984, p. 1 . ■ ■ • , . ■ .': \7

21/ T. J. Mahuwi, Production Co-operatives and Rural Development; -The Tanzanian Case,

Moshi, 1984, p.3

22/ COPAC, Co-operative Information Note: Democratic Republic of the Sudan, Rome,

1980, p. 1-19.
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19. The co-operative set-up in Ghana involves two main organizations; (i) the Department

of Co-operatives, and (ii) the Co-operative Movement. The Department is responsible

for development* registration, and supervision of the co-operatives and auditing and

education of their members and officers/ It is the link between Government and the

Movement.

20. The movement has a four-tier structures (i) primary secieties, which form its core

and understake production enterprises. There are about 5000 societies,, with a membership
of 1.5 to 2 million, and are engaged in various economic activities, (ii) the district

or regional unions are composed of the representatives of the primary societies and

founded by them. They serve the interests of the societies within a district or region;

(iii) the national associations represent the apex of the individual societies in a^
given economic activity; (iv) at the top of the associations is the Ghana Co-operative

Council, the central organ of the movement. Its functions include co-operative develop

ment and education and representation of the movement at national and international

levels.

21. In EtJiopia Peasant Association (AP) is the core rural grassroots institution, 23/
which is the basis of the Production Co-operatives and can have a maximum of 300 hectares.

A minimum of three individual peasant households who agree to combine their meansof

production into a collective ownership may set up such a society. Such co-operatives

may be registered and acquire legal entity if it has at least 30 peasant households as

members. .

22. These co-operatives may be of three categoriess depending on level of integration

of interest. They are:

i) Primary level: At this stage, each member household may retain 2,000 sq. m.

of land for private use and combine the rest of its holding with that of others

Howevers the farm implements and draught animals continue to remain privately^

owned. These may be used by Co-operatives on hire. The main objective of this
stage of development is to transform the means of production from private

ownership to common ownership. ........

ii) Secondary levels In stage two, all means of production including draught

animals become the property of the members of the co-operatives. Such

co-operatives are expected to realise the socialist principle of "each accord
ing to his ability to each according eo'his vcrk". Ecvever, each member can

still retain lCGO.sq. m. fcr kitchen garden and private use.

iii) Advanced level: When the productivity of the co-operatives of secondary level

start increasing and they begin to specialize and use modern technology, then

several such co-operatives may merge into one and is referred to as the Weland.

23. As of June 1984, there were 992 societies at primary level and 497 at secondary level
level. There was no co-operative yet at the advanced level. The main four organs of these

societies will be mentioned later in the paper.

23/ There were 195851 P.As. with 2UA million members, representing & .4 per cent of

the rural population in 1984. ■.,,"-
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24. ; In Benin there are two types of GRVC. They are: (i) GRVCs in three prqvincess where

the farm income is retained by th'e fanners individually; and (ii) collective GRVCs in

another three prbvinces, where the income is pooled for allocation according to one's

work points. Each of these co-operatives has at least seven members and 0.5 ha. of land

or more. They work in it two or three days a week and grow one or more crops, besides

taking care of draught animals.

25. The GRVCs graduate to CAETS over time. Their responsibility is to collectivize the

means of production in accordance with the national policy of Marxism-Leninism. CAETS

try to introduce modern means of production to raise productivity, have a democratic

management and distribute income according to labour.

Size and share within co-operative "sector and overall economy

26. In Benins the share of production co-operatives is between 2 to 2.5 per cent of the

cultivated area and cover 0.31 per cent of the active farm population.

27; In Ethiopia., there were 1,489 agricultural producers' co-operatives with a total

membership of 94,368 households. They own a total of 313,985 hectares of land; of which

143,000 ha (or 45.7 per cent) is under cultivation. This represents two per cent of

the total cultivated land of the country (which is 6,936,500 ha). Estimate of the

coverage of the rural production co-operatives, dealing with the artisans are not

available.

28. Ghana has a mixed economy, which is composed of three sectors, viz. (i) State,

(ii) private and (iii) co-operative sectors. Efforts to estimate the size and share of

production co-operatives in the co-operative sector and in the overall economy are

hampered by lack of reliable data. However, the indication is that the share of co-opera

tives in the economy is very small indeed. In terms of volume and value of business,

the production co-'operatives would undoubtedly rank lowest^24_/ In agriculture,

co-operatives accounted for less than 3 per cent of cultivated land in 1974.

'29. Sudan constitutionally recognises four sectors in the economy. They are, (i) public,

(ii) mixeds (iii) private,, and (iv) co-operative. Howevers the nujober of production

co-operatives, as a percentage of all types of societies, as well as their share of

aggregate co-operative membership and share capital have been declining over the years.

It was estimated in 1979 that the share of this sector of the country's GDP was no more

than 0.8 per cent in spite of the fact that it had a membership of 1.54 million (about

one-third of the country/s manpower). This is, due to the fact that only one-sixth of

both the total number of co-operatives and their membership was accounted for by production

co-operatives.

30. ; However9 of late, the trend towards Islamizatioh of the Sudanese economy has brought

new hope to the co-operative movement. Co-operation is regarded as closer to Islam in

spirit than current brand of state or private enterprise. Besides the dismantling of

the public sector and the shrinking of private enterprise seems to have left the co-opera

tive sector alone in the race-

24/ Jo A.. Dadson, op- cit. p.15.
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31. In Tanzania the estimated number of co-operatives of all types, excluding
production, co-operatives, was 6,944 and had a membership of 2.5 million in 1975. In
addition, there were 580 producers' co-operatives. According to the1^79/80 village
survey; 3 per cent of the farms is estimated to be collectively cultivated; although
63 per cent of the village claim to be collective farms. 14 per cent of the village
have co-operative farms, which represent 5 per cent of the cultivated lend. The balance
92 per cent of the farms are still individually cultivated. It is difficult to estimate
the contributions of co-operative farms to national economy. However, it is clear that
the role of production co-operatives, however defined,25/ is still marginal in.Tanzania.

32. The overall picture that emerges from these five country studies is that genesis
of production co-operatives ranges from ideological predilections to mono crop development*
to economic motivation and religious considerations. The grdwth of some of these

co-operatives is genuinely spontaneous in response to economic stimuli and in appreciation
ol the benefits of the co-operative efforts and the economies of scale. The others are
state-sponsored. ■■■-,■ . ■

33. No firm data is available regarding the share of the production co-operatives either
in the, co-operative sector or in the overall economy. However, the five country studies
suggest production co-operatives form a very small part of the co-operative sector and
an infinitesimally smaller part of the overall economy.

SECTION III : GOVERNMENT POLICIES TOWARDS THE PRODUCTION CO-OPERATIVES

34. Benin, is committed to socialization of the means of production in all sectors.
The production co-operatives is a step towards state-ownership and management. Hence,
Benin s Fundamental Law requires that the state shall:

i) take all necessary steps to promote and develop the co-operative sector speedily,
and

n) encourage the people to organize themselves step by step into various forms
of co-operatives in accordance with the principle of free consent.

The; responsibility to organize the people for productive purpose ie entrusted to "Regional
Action,Centres for Rural Development" (CADER). It is with the support of CADER that"
GRVC and GATES are established and developed; which Benin regards as Priviledged
Production Units. These units ensure the working population is paid according to their
labour inputs and their productivity improved. Benin pays special attention to make the
successful.

35. In Ethiopia Proclamation No. 71 of 1975 for the first time introduced the Agricultu
ral Producers Co-operative Societies. Proclamation 138 of 1978 further defined the
broad objectives of co-operatives and identified, besides others, agricultural and
artisans producers' co-operatives for Government assistance. All types of co-operatives
need to be registered if they are to have legal entity. They are registered and
supervised by,the different institutions of the State.

25/ COPAC, Co-operative Information Note; Republic of Tanzania, Rome, 1984, pp. 5-6.
The Act of 1982 deals with co-operativec but does not define them. It seems to be
understood in Tanzania that the terms "Co-operative farming1' and "communal farminp" are
synonymous.
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36. Ghana decided to socialize agriculture in 1960/61. The socialized agriculture was

composed of (i); state farms; (ii) state-supported quasi-collective farms; (iii) co-opera

tive/collective farms and (iv) youth settlement farms. To facilitate the process of

socialization three important steps were taken. They were, viz.3 (i) re-deployment of !

three.key service divisions of Ministry of Agriculture to various new organizations, (ii

(ii) transfer of thirty experimental and farm demonstration stations to the State Farias ;
Corporation'to be developed as State Farms, and (iii) abolition of the Department of

Co-operatives and re-deployment of its staff to the Accountant-General's Office and other

offices.

1 37. This period came to an end in 1966. That phase has been followed by efforts to

promote co-operatives more akin to the conventional model (Voluntary associations,

democratic centre, etc.) on the one hand8 and on the other; to permit and encourage

• private and non-governmental institutions to organize rural group production farms, some

of which are based on traditional informal models, such as nnoboa system.26/ These are

often loosely called "co-operatives" since they:do not necessarily follow the conventional
co-operative principless they may be called quasi-cooperatives.

^38. In post- 1966 period to revive the development of true and viable co-operatives,

^"'the Department of Co-operatives was re-established. To restore extension services to
all farmersa the Ministry of Agriculture was re-constituted, and the three Service

Divisions restored to it. A Co-operative Law was also passeds recognizing co-operatives

as one of a number of alternative ways of organizing economic activity and stressing

its voluntary and democratic nature. The successive Governments since 1966 have

concentrated their efforts on creating a frameworm which would stimulate the evolution

of a democratic and self-reliant co-operative system, albeit with initial mat-rial and

financial assistance from the Government.

39- Three main courses of action have been followed, viz, ;

i) attempts to strengthen Government capabilities for assisting the development

of genuine co-operatives;

ii) series of studies, culminating in the publication of the white paper by the

Government on co-operative development policy, and

iii) merger of fragmented associations into an unified Federation to strengthen the

co-operative societies, with varying terms of reference.

40. Apart from these stepss the present Government is working out its own definitive

development policy for co-operatives generally. Meanwhile, as a result of the post- 1966

liberal, non-doctrinnaire attitude towards group action, a sub-sector of co-operative

like enterprises have emerged under the organizational efforts of the financial institu

tions, the churches, women's erganizations. etc. They are loosely called co-operatives

by their sponsors.

26/ taring the early phases of the food self-sufficiency drive from 1972, hundreds of
nnoboa groups (20 to 30 mem'ers each) were formed under the joint sponsorship of the

Ministry of Agriculture and the Department of Co-operatives. They were planned to operate

group farms collectively, in addition to their own family farms. In a survey of nnoboa

crcupings in 1976, it was found that the most popular reasons for joining nnoboa were to:

(a) exchange labour (87%); (b) gain access to credit (65%) and (c) to procure mechaniza

tion and other services (33%) of those interviewed.
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41. In Sudan the attitude of successive Governments to co-operative movement has always

been positive but their willingness to aid their growth varied significantly. Early .

attempts by the colonial Administration to encourage the creation of co-operatiiyes gave.

way. after World War II to attempts to control (and even contain) their growth, because

the co-operative movement became one of the main instruments of the Sudanese nationalist

movement. In the period between 1956-6£ the co-operative societies were effectively

denied any financial assistance. However, the post 1969 - Government took a positive,,

attitude towards the co-operative movement. A Ministry of Co-operation and Rural

Development was set up in 1969. A, new Co-operative Legislation was passed in 1973. An

article in the Sudanese Constitution placed Co-operative Sector next to the State Sector. «

A specialized Ministry of Co-operatives was established in 1975. The Co-operative Sector

kept on being patronised and enlarged in scope, and volume of transactions till 1978.

. - - - ■ . i

42. .But, in the period between 1977-73 to 19£2-83, the co-operative sector was virtually

frozen. External assistance to this sector was diverted to others. The companies

transfered to the co-operative sector in 197S were taken away. Its monopoly over the

impart and distribution of some commodities was withdrawn. The status of co-operation

within the Ministry of Co-operation, Commerce and Supply was reduced to that of a mere A

administrative unit. .... . .

43. The policy of Tanzania is to actively promote production co-operatives in rural

areas as one of the measures to socialize production and to encourage communal living.

This broad policy was declared by Tanzania on 10 December 1962. The ultimate goal is a
fully integrated society or collectivism where the use of words - our school, our land,

etc., would be common!, 'in,fact, even private property would be reduced to small gardens

surrounding a production co-operatives house.

44. However^ this objective was to be achieved gradually in following two sequences,

viz., -. ., ■

i) a thorough study of the rural area has to be first made, which will be followed

by formation of production co-operatives with traditional extended families.

Such co-operatives could later include other traditional groups once the

differences between them have been reconciled *

ii) Once the production co-operatives prove to be popular and viable and people

start living together, attempts should be made slowly but steadily to socialize A

means of production.

45. To speed up the implementation of sequences, the Village Act for Production :i

Co-operatives in rural areas.of 1975 was passed. Under the Act land belonged to the

village. The settlers only had access to it so long as they used the land. The other

drastic change introduced by the Act was shift from gradual voluntary process in favour

of compulsory membership in the production co-operatives. Moreover, the posts of

Chairman and Secretary ,of such .co-operatives were to.be held by the members of the ruling

party. This resulted in increased control by the party in the. management of the daily

affairs of the societies and, therefores erosion of self-management.
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46. The Act also recommended that a production co-operative should have between 250 to

600 families as members. Such a number was not quite helpful to cohesion and -communica

tion. In fact,, several studies estimated the optimum number for such societies ought to

be between 50 to 100 families. , ,

47.''.However, the ruling party, having taken note of the experience during 1975-80,

issued more .pragmatic guidelines in 1981, the main features of which are following:

i) respect for autenemy of the societies in their management,, in collaboration with

the local officials of the ruling party. . .

ii) appreciation of the need for training to produce a management cadre of various
levels and expertise and

iii) advocacy for gradual shift from traditional method of cultivation to more
appropriate technology to raise farm productivity.

In 1982 a new Co-operative Societies Act was passed by the Parliament- It provided for,

a three tier system consisting of (a) primary societies, (b) secondary societies and

(c) an apex organization. It also repeated the villages and Ujaraaa villages (Registrations
Designation and Administration) Act, 1975.

48. It will thus he seen in Benin the Government policy evolved in three stages culminat

ing in State's adoption of Marxism-Leninism. Consequently, the production of eo-operatives
rank next to State Farms. The policies of Ethiopia and Tanzania are broadly similar to

that of Benin. But, the various shifts in policies have been in favour of conventional

production co-operatives, to be voluntarily established and autonomously managed. In Sudan

the Government policy towards the production co-operatives have generalLy been positive but

uneven in application. Due to Government patronage, the co-operative sector was atone

stage next to public sector in importance. It was later marginalised. The latest policy

is to resuscitate it again and restore at least partially its past pre-eminence. In

Ghana the policy first revolved around the promotion of a single crop (cocoa), then

became radical in favour of socialization and is now oriented to conventional democratic

and self-managed production co-operatives.

SECTION IV; EVALUATION OF EXPERIENCE AND IMPACT OF PRODUCTION

CO-OPERATIVES IN THE RURAL AREAS

J49. Productivity; The Benin country paper shows that output per hectare of agricultural

crops like maizes cassava, beans and groundnuts has been higher in production co-operatives

than in the individual farms during the period 1981-83. "Che comparative data regarding

the productivity of fishing co-operatives and that of the co-operative processing cassava

into garri is not available. The Ghana study,, having noted the inadequate availability

of relevant data, states that data indicate their productivity is less than that.o;:

individually owned farms. It appears that net sales per member of rural artisans' '

co-operatives may be better than of lone operators, possibly because of increasing returns

through contracts, division of labour and marketing. :
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50. The other three country studies (viz. Ethr'opio, Sudan and Tanzania) do not have

any comparative figures giving the performance of either farm or rural non-farm

activities, which are.carried out either by the co-operatives or by individuals. The

Ethiopian study limits itself to stating, irter alia, the Ethiopian agriculture is

increasingly unable to feed the rural population let alone generate the marketable

surplus....27/ This cannot be taken as an indication hew the production co-operatives

are doing vis-a-vis the individually operated farms, specially since the share of the

productiln co-operatives of the total cultivated land is virtually marginal. The Tanzania

paper significantly adds, "in generals tilkinn about the productivity of production

co-operatives in rural areas, the best summary is the remark made by the President in
1975: even if he had to sack all agricultural officers, agricultural production in Tanzania

would in no way be affected. '28/

51. The Sudan case study asserts that large-scale^ pump-irrigated farming is far more

remunerative than small-scale water-wheel-irrigated cultivation...29/ but provides no

substantiating evidence; although the lor.ic of it is self-evident. It also claims the

production co-operatives brought about significant increases in the productivity of rural

producers. This was achieved by replacing the traditional ireans of irrigation and

cultivation over nearly 300,000 acres of riverian and rainfed lands and by modernizing
the poultry farms,dairy production and fishing activities of thousands of producers.

52. It is relevant to add here that in course of the discussion of the paper, "Individual^
subsidiary holdings of the Rural Population in USSR'1, it was stated; (i) the area under

small-holdings is three per cent of the total area; (ii) their number is 1,326 thousands;

(iii) no hired labour can be employed in them- (iv) the State provides various facilities

to these farms and (v) their share of the total (national) produce is 23 per cent.30/

53. Given this evidence, despite the experience of Benin, there is a case for serious

thought regarding the relative efficiency of the various organizational;forms of agricul

tural operations in the developing countries, which need to learn.from economic history and

be spared of the high cost of avoidable experiments^ Given equal access to (i) inputs,

including credit, (ii) extension services, (iii) marketing and comparable level of (a), farm
technology, (b) natural fertility of soil and (c) its potential for mobility between

crops, the point for consideration is: what weight is to be given to economies of scale

and altruistic motivation vis-a-vis to (i) intensity of family labour and its productivity,

(ii) effectiveness of personalized management and (iii) incentive of reward being specific
to efforts. Such consideration is both relavant and urgent in view of the prevailing

socio-economic crisis in Africa-.

54. Increase in income and standard of.living: Given.the infinitesimally small share m

of rural economic activities and very small membership of the production co-operatives, ^
the effect on income and standard of living can only be at micro-level in various

countries of the Region.

55. In Benin the co-operatives are expected to sell the cash crops, viz. cotton and

groundnuts, to the CADER. But5 they have the option to decide how the cereal crops will

be disposed of. The societies may produce a marketable surplus of cereals, to enable
them (i) to make the members self-sufficient in food and (ii) to generate cash income by

selling the surplus at competitive price in the market: The cash income is shared by

the members according to their respective performance. Moreover, the societies, which

specialize in poultry and animal husbandry, need not comply with the obligations regarding
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the cash crops. Hence,- their products are also at the clispopftj., of the members. In

addition to the increased income, the co-operative's provide continuing civic training

to its members anti encourage them to build and maintain socio-economic infrastructure.

56. The Ethiopian study could not provide any information regarding increase in income
and improvement in standard of living due to non-availability of relevant data. However,

it did provide some interesting information regarding the average disposable income of

households, which belong to a "strong" and "weak" production co-operatives. The 'strong'
co-operatives had 37 households as^.m&mbers and the 'weak8 ones 517.' The annual income

of the former was US$429 and that ofVthe latter US$42. The average income of the households
belonging to these two types of co-operatives comes to US$32.6. \(The. per capita income

of Ethiopia is $149).

57. A case study of two agricultural producers1 co-operativess which was conducted in

1983, found, inter alia, Jt * even in good years the co-operatives have distributed

an amount which is far higher than the value of their net output. Such a distribution

is sustained through borrowing and sale of assets The statutory minimum'wage rates

in Ethiopia are Birr 50 per.month ...... Even when the co-operatives are distributing .

more than they can afford to, income per worker ...... tends,t,o be below the statutory

minimum wage rates. In addition, the internal fate of accumulation has been positive

on rare occasions and investment undertaken so far has been financed primarily through

borrowing and sale of assets .... Not only investment but also welfare and'contingency

funds, to the extent that they are maintained, are dependent on borrowing and decumulation

-.. From these and other facts one cannot help the impression that the'

co-operatives are not yea economically viable units.317 If this is so> production

co-operatives are unlikely to have contributed to increase in income and improvement.in,

the standard of living even at micro level except in these, rural areas where there are

'strong' co-operatives. : . L ..

58. The available evidence in Ghana does not permit to state that production co-operatives

have improved members' income and -standard living at all. The possibility exists for

artisans. They tend to produce ,on contracts and supply outlets in bulk. There is thus

scope for division of labour and economies of scale, which may be exploited. It is

relevant to note that the official, data shows substantial rural-urban income^ differentials

and inequalities skewed against rural areas. They are widening. The income of the rural

people worsened by 15 per cent between 1970 and 1983.

59. Improved productivity is,in essence,the basis of increased income and higher standard

of living given the right price policy. According to the Sudan study, there was a '. ,

significant increase in the productivity of rural producers. Such increase* other things

retraining the 6ame9 should have resulted in an increased income of the meinbers of the

production co-operatives. But, there is no information in the paper to 'this effect.

60. Tanzania is committed to an egalitarian participatory society. However, this

commitment still'remains to be reflected in increased income wi^th equity.- In fact, real

rural income actually declined by four per cent between 1969 and 1975. The past years

have seen continuing declines in output 32/ and hence in incpme. However, the members

31/ ILO, Agrarian Transformation, the Case of Ethiopia, paper presented for the FAO

Workshop on "The Transformation of Agrarian Systems in Centrally Planned Economies of

Africa"^ Arusha, Tanzania, October 1983, pp. 23-34 as quotetfby T.T«ke, op. cit. p.. 15.
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of production co-operatives benefitted from the spread of infrastructure. In most of

the villages, where the societies have been set up, there is at least a primary school

and practically all children of school age go to school. Rural Health Centre's have also

been set up, which have resulted in reduction in death rate at birth and increase in life

expectancy. Similarlys at least 30 per cent of the villages have safe drinking water.

About 25 per cent of the villageshave milling machines - a basic agro-based industry.

61- Food self-sufficiency and equitable distribution: Africa, as a region, has been T

suffering from declining food self-sufficiency ratio. Ethiopia, Tanzania, Sudan, Ghana

and Benin' also suffer from the same trend. Given the production co-operatives' marginal

shard'of the total cultivated land in these countries, the credit or debit for food1

self-sufficiency or food deficit at macro-level would have been very little indeed.
At micro-levels however, the members of the production co-operatives in Benin seem to
have succeeded to be self-sufficient.

62. Experience shows it is possible, in aggragate terms, to be self-sufficient'or even
food surplus. Such possibility is necessary but not sufficient condition that food

will be equitably available'and that some people would not face hunger and starvation

death. In fact, in a situation of inequitable access to resources and facilities, L

production co-operatives, if successful, may aggravate the existing inequity in distribu

tion. Hence> in so far as countries like Tanzania, Ethiopia and Benin have started the
process for equitable access to resources, the ground has been laid for shared austerity

or affluence depending on the performance of the production co-operatives at least at
the micro-level. '

^; Provision of extension services: CAPER in Benin gives priority attention to the
production co-operatives in pooviding extension service's. This may explain why the

co-operatives there do better than the individually operated farms. In Ethiopia also
the production co-operatives get special attention in provision of extension services.

In Tanzania the extension services seem to have been in serious disarray to call for
severe criticism by the Head of State. In Ghana the indication, based on a survey, is

that the extension services to co-operatives in general are limited. They have hot
improved. The services are rather poor and seem to be declining except for those, which
are intended for soap-makers. ,.-,..:-.

64. Assuming all the five countries received improved extension services (as seem to be

the case in Benin), the point for consideration is whether such services were dispropor
tionate to the share of the production co-operatives in the overall economy and at the *

Cost of those who are not members of co-operatives but engaged in either farm or non-farm^
activities in the rural sector.

65. Expansion of technological change; CAdERs in Benin have* amongst others, Rural
Engineering Divisions to facilitite the introduction of technology in the production
co-operatives and others. The benefits of technological change possibly partially

explain dhe superior performance of the production co-operatives. In Sudan the production
co-operatives were largely formed to benefit from technological changes. Pump irrigation,
coverVd. 60,000 ha in 1971. There were 170 mechanized farms by,1984. The former
represents duly 2 to'3 per cent of the total irrigated area and the latter 3 to 5 per cent

of the total area of mechanized farms. However, the co-operatively owned harvesters

32/COPAC, Co-operative Information Note: Republic of Tanzania^ COPAC Secretariat,
Rome, 1984V p. 2. ' J '■ - ' ■ '
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harvest one-third of the acreage under wheat

66. The diffusion of modern technology in rural Ethiopia is very limited. The

Agricultural Production Co-operatives mainly use traditional technology. There are,

on an average, 55 oxenj 0.6 horses and 0.05 tractors per co-operative. This shows, by

implication^ the pre-dominance of the hand-hoe cultivation. It could be one of the

factors that hampers the increase in production, Howevers efforts are being made to

: increase production by determining the right amount of seeds fertilizers and other inputs.

In Ghana, the co-operatives did receive at one stage massive technological innovations in

the form of tractor-mechanization, improved seeds, chemicals, etc. Butj these were

inappropriate and poorly maintained. The nnoboa pre-cooperatives failed to take off due

to lack of expected resource supports including new technology.

67. In Tanzania production co-operatives do not seem to have benefitted from yield

raising technology. They use 70 per cent of the traditional seeds from the last harvest.

The increase in area under irrigation is negligible. 80 to 85 per cent of the land is

cultivated by hoes. A family of three adults can plough about three hectares only in

a year since land has to be prepared within five weeks before rain starts. The potential

of a plough is 12.5 ha. and that of a tractor 117 ha. An attempt was made to mechanize

cultivation in the settlement areas* where the cooperatives were formed, but without first

meeting the pre-conditions for successful mechanization. In fact, the Tanzania study

regards the attempt as ?ipre-mature;; mechanization. Besides,, the number of tractors and

manpower, did not match with the cultivated area and yield. In 1965 there were ten

tractors with hundred families in one area for only 1600 acres whereas these tractors

could cultivate up to 4,000 acres.

68. It would thus seem the introduction of technology due to or through the production

co-operatives was rather limited both in terms of spread and impact in all these countries.

Adoption of high yielding variety of seeds ^.controlled water supply, more efficient means

of cultivation, use of fertilizer and pesticide, even at micro level, still remain to

become featuress which will distinguish production co-operatives from other forms of farm

organizations.

69. People's participation; Benin's experience of stimulating people's participation

through the production co-operatives is interesting. The older generation does not like

joining the co-operatiees due to their preference for making autonomous decisions.

They like to make their own decision to produce whatever they wish and in whatever manner

they want. Honce, they do not quite like the co-operatives, which require collective

decision or at least decision by consensus. Howevers the younger generation, is actively

interested in the co-operatives for a variety of reasons and motivation, viz.v (i) desire

to be independent of parentss (ii) training in apprenticeship schools for young people

who have voluntarily decided to work together and (iii) encouragements backed by practical

measures; for the youth to stay back in rural areas and join organizations, which are

oriented to income generating activitiess to improve their living standard and knowledge.

70■. The National Policy of Agricultural Producers' Co-operatives,, which was issued

by Ethiopia in 1979 recognizes the importance of participation. It thus provides that

a minimum of three households may willingly agree to form a co-operative and manage it

for collective benefit. The main organs of the management of these co-operatives are:

(i) the General Assembly, (ii) the Executive Committee, (iii) Inspection and Control
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Cor.unittee and (iv) Development Committee of which the General Assembly is the supreme

body» Hences genuine participation of the members is well insured^ specially since the

radical land reform of 1975 established a fairly equitable base for access to productive

resources and. other facilitiesi .

71. In Sudan the growth of production co-operatives was spontaneous and in responso

to an enlightened appreciation of the benefits of joint efforts, organization and

economies of scale. The involvement of the Government either in establishing or guiding

them \. s comparatively minimal „

72. In Ghana, howevers the level of participation at primary society level appears to

be low and at secondary level even lower. Society meetings are irregularly held. In one »

case study it was found that 70 per cent of co-operators had never been invited to

meetings and only 25 per cent of societies held annual meetings. It will thus be seen *

the democratic aspects of'co-operatives were rather overlooked. ,

73. Tanzania seems* to share Ghanafs experience in stimulating people's participation

at the grass roots through the co-operatives. In majority casess the level of participa

tion is very low, as is evident from the Tanzania case study, p.3 per cent societies

had no meeting in 1931^ 53=2 per cent had:one meetings 13-8 per cent had three, 17=6

per cent had 3 to 6 and 15.1 per cent had.more than six meetings, iioreover, the; ■■

co-operativess, gradually lost its voluntary and democratic character and became an almost

vertical extension of the Government bureaucracy and the party in power. The production

co-operatives have a General Assembly and an Executive Committee- 'The former elects

the latter. 3uta the important posts of chairman and secretary are reserved for the '■

members of the ruling party. The non-participatory nature of the production co-operatives

in Tanzania is rather inconsistent with the official party policy statements. Its Second

Five Year Development Plans;19S9s argues, inter alia, in favour of 1(the increased

democratic participation of the membership in the control of all co-operative activities."

33/

74» It will thus be seen that Sudan, Benin and Ethiopia seem to have a fairly consistent

policy of stimulating people's participation at grass root levels- Ghana's experience

is rather uneven and that ofjTanzania different from ona would expect in view of its
policy of democratic participation. .

75o Integrated co-operative system: Besides production co-operatives, Benin has a

network of institutions dealing with other aspects of the development> such as. Training

and Extension Divisions Marketings Processing and Packagings Statistical Studiess

Research and Planning and Agricultural Credit Fund, These institutions facilitate the

performance of the production cooperatives, rHowevers whether these institutions would

have been set up anyway or their establishment was necessitated by Benin's policy of

fostering production co-operatives is not clear:frora the Benin's case study.

76, Ethiopia has been trying to strengthen the production co-operatives by providing

the complementary infrastructure. A Co-operative Institute has been set up. ..It has,

besides othersB trained 1s259 officials of the production co-opr.ratives in management

so far. These co-operatives themselves, are participants in the villagization programme,

construction of self-help stores, schools and in the spread of technology,;. ■ .

3/ As quoted by To J. Mahuwis op. cit. p. 7.
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77. In Ghana the Co-operative Movement as a whole shows limited interest in inter-

society linkages. The primary societies generally tend to be a single purpose or single
commodity enterprise. The usual preference is to have business transactions with the

private sector* For example, poultry producers have no links with co-operative
producers for food supply and ?in distillers purchase their raw materials from private,

can farmers and so on,

73. In Sudan there is a variety of co-operatives, specializing in agricultural production,

dairy, livestock., poultry3 processing marketing and in providing credit. However,

it is not clear from the Sudan case study whether there are institutionalized linkages -

backward and forward - between them. If so9 how organized and committed that the output

of one will be absorbed as the input of the other so that the leakages of benefits of

integration outside the co-operative sector is reduced.

79. In Tanzania the co-operatives have a strong tendency to limit themselves to

production of primary commodities. They do not themselves generally undertake processing

and marketing. These are left to designated institutions. The advantages therefore,

according to the Tanzania case study, »oes to the Government sponsored parastatals.

ever, in some cases the co-operatives do adopt an integrated approach. An example

point is Lushoto Integrated Development Project, which encouraged small farmers to

produce vegetables collectively and to market them through the central marketing section.

Given the participatory role of the members in the entire process of production and

marketing, the production registered rapid increase. Increased production required

more organized efforts in marketing, Hence^ there was a suggestion to establish a

Co-operative Society of the producer co-operatives. However, the proposal was not

acceptable to concerned authorities»

80. It thus appears tlie integrated co-operative system in these five countries is in

the initial process of development- The progress is uneven between the countries.

In some it is planned, like in Benin and Ethiopia and in others it is spontaneous, i.e.

initiated by the prospective beneficiaries themselves, as in Sudan,

81. Experience of production co-operatives, except that of Sudan, is of a relatively

short period. Part of it may be treated as that of teething pain. It cannot be helped.

Howevars it should not be regarded as an indicator of the potential of the production

co-operatives. Given the ripht political will, bureaucratic support, organizational

structure and assistance including technical, financial and integrated collaboration

ween tne co-operatives, with specialized interests the production co-operatives should

be doing better than before.

SECTION V ■; MEASURES TO PROMOTE PRODUCTION CO-OPERATIVES

IH RURAL AREAS

32. The official policy in all these countries towards the co-operative movement, of

which production co-operative is an important element9 has always been positive. In fact,

except in Sudan, the initiative or rather the directive to form production co-operatives

came from the Government. The rationale for such directives was the appreciation of

the potential role these co-operatives could play in transforming trtdltional rural

economic activitiessOf which agricultureisthe pre-eminent, into socialized ones. This
was a big leap forward but without the required ground work to sustain such a move and

build on it. In fact, in one country the initiative was reversed after some experience.
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It needs'to be recognized that the operational implications of the vision at the top for

self-reliant egalitarian society^ with higher productivity may not necessarily be shared

at the bottom - at grass root level at least in the short term. The lag between the

two can be bridged only over time bys besides otherss spread of education,, trainings

ideological orientation;, experience and pragmatic prospect of getting an equitable share

of gains of development. Development is a process of progression. One step builds on

another,, even if haltingly. However9 in the short run9 there is the possibility that

the considerations of economic efficiency and that of ideology may not necessarily be

consistento

83. Despite the positive approach to the production co-operatives, another set of

problems was inadequacy of backward and forward linkages of production co-operatives

with the otherss dealing with inputs, credit, processing and marketing, in all the

countries,, This inadequacy., coupled with primitive technologys spatial spread and

limited research and extension services, seriously handicapped the production co-opera

tives in realising their potential.

84. Whatever may be the immediate motivation of organizing them, the ultimate objective

is to make then: self"reliant, viable and participatory development organization. Hence

the first step should be a thorough feasibility study to assess 'their technical feasibility

and financial viability.

S5. If the feasibiJ i-".y study is positives then the prospective beneficiaries, with

homogenous interest and comparable status, nay be encouraged to organize themselves and

mobilize their internal resources. The state may accord them registration, provide

supplementary financial assistances training, and extension services. The intervention

of the state must not substitute internal self-mana^enent and self-financing. In fact,

the state must make a conscious attempt to make itself self-redundant in the co-operative

movement over time. Such redundancy will be an indicator of self-reliance of the

co-operatives. ''' l

86. The societies may be counselled to grow at their own speed and out of own steam

since one cannot run on borrowed steam too long without becoming dependent. Similarlys

the programme of work and its priority must be decided upon by dialogue by the members

of the societies themselves. The Government's role has to be advisory and that also

on request.

87. The production co-operatives themselves may try to build up a network of other

co-operatives, with specialized activities (like credit^ marketing and input provision)

or get themselves integrated in such a network. Such network will facilitate co-ordination

amongst them and help them become more productive and may become a sector of reasonable

size.

88. Howevers there can be no standard blue prints or manuals for successful production

co-operatives. Even a set of guidelines may not be applicable throughout a country.

Historical background, political context^, social environments and the stage of development

will have to bq given.due consideration in deciding the organizational forms structure.,

si'se and functions of the co-operatives. These considerations have been well put in a

tabular form in the Ghana case study.

81. This section has deliberately been limited to a few paragraphs of briefly stated

suggestions on the assumption they will be discussed and elaborated upon, with additions

or deletions, by the participants of the Expert Consultation.




